New update of Bloomberg Law MARC records

December 12, 2017

Dear Colleagues,

We have just posted an update of new MARC records for Bloomberg Law. The records are available free of charge on the Law School Professional Information Center website, located at www.bna.com/lawschool. This update is intended for Bloomberg Law subscribers.

Please note that Tax Management portfolio records are available with both Bloomberg Law: Tax and Tax and Accounting Center links, or alternatively with Bloomberg Law: Tax links only. If you are unsure about which records to use, please contact me (Note: the Tax Management portfolios records listed below were added on October 6, 2017, and are the latest records available).

NEW MARC RECORDS

Barron's

-Law dictionary, OCLC *1010498008

Bloomberg Law Portfolio Series


BNA Books

-Contract bargaining handbook for local union leaders (2nd Edition), OCLC *972200790
- Covenants not to compete: a state-by-state survey (11th Edition), OCLC *1009832754
- The developing labor law: the Board, the courts, and the National Labor Relations Act (7th Edition), OCLC *994263413
- Federal income taxation of insurance companies (4th Edition), OCLC *972200791
- Grievance guide (14th Edition), OCLC *1009823898
- Healthcare employment guide: counseling on the new medical realities, OCLC *984743435
- Patent prosecution: law, practice, and procedure (10th Edition), OCLC *1004240563
- Prosecuting and defending health care fraud cases (3rd Edition), OCLC *975489593
- The Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act (2nd Edition), OCLC *1009761242

Federal Judicial Center

-Amendments to the federal rules of practice and procedure: civil rules 2015, OCLC *1010794899
-Compensatory damages issues in patent infringement cases: a pocket guide for Federal District Court judges, OCLC *719631445
-Criminal e-discovery: a pocket guide for judges, OCLC *932752168
-Discovery in international civil litigation: a guide for judges, OCLC *932757886
-Managing discovery of electronic information (3rd Edition), OCLC *1007302779
-Patent claim construction: a survey of federal district court judges, OCLC *269316894
-Section 1983 litigation (3rd Edition), OCLC *893480431
-Securities litigation, OCLC *992440234
-Study of class action objector appeals in the Second, Seventh, and Ninth Circuit Courts of Appeals: report of the Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules of the Judicial Conference of the United States, OCLC *948771314
-Technology-assisted review for discovery requests: a pocket guide for judges, OCLC *995047801
-Trade secret seizure best practices under the Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2016, OCLC *992441061

REVISED MARC RECORDS

Bloomberg BNA Portfolio Series


RECORDS TO DELETE

The following titles or editions have been superseded or are no longer available. You may wish to remove them from your local catalog.

BNA Books

-Covenants not to compete: a state-by-state survey (10th Edition), OCLC *944957437
-The developing labor law: the Board, the courts, and the National Labor Relations Act (6th Edition), OCLC *824509429
-Grievance guide (13th Edition), OCLC *836776135
-Patent prosecution: law, practice, and procedure (9th Edition), OCLC *945081816
-Prosecuting and defending health care fraud cases (2nd Edition), OCLC *719610764
-The Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act, OCLC *824502825

PLI Treatises

The Practising Law Institute (PLI) titles are no longer available on Bloomberg Law. Please see the attached spreadsheet for a complete list of titles to remove from your local catalog. The OCLC/control numbers are included for your convenience.

*************************
If you have any questions, please email me at mnewton@bloomberglaw.com, or call me at 703-341-3308.

Thank you,

Matthew Newton  
Cataloger, Knowledge Services

Bloomberg Law

Direct 703.341.3308
mnewton@bloomberglaw.com